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The program is able to isolate objects from other objects and can set
their transparency. The product includes some additional

customization of the model, it allows to reduce objects and to
change their position, planes, and colors. You can protect models
from casual changes. Solibri can check models for clashes. Adjust

objects in the same manner. Below the model to be checked is
displayed with tick marks of the correctness of the model. You can

set Solibri Solibri Anywhere is a free desktop program from
Nemetschek. The program supports the preview of IFC files. For

some time now, you need to have an account on the Solibri website
to use this solution. It features file viewing features available in other
applications. The most popular are isolating objects, setting partial
or full transparency, viewing the model from different perspectives.
Properties assigned to an object are viewed in tabs (contrary to BIM
VIsion). Individual properties are marked in blue (Common, Project,
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